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inda and I are sitting on an airplane headed from Frankfurt, Germany
to Billund, Denmark. We’re not quite at the half-way point of our
European tour, which started in Norway and ends in a few weeks with
the big Masters in Munich celebration.
Today is our 40th wedding anniversary so
it’s very fitting that we’re enjoying the day
together on an airplane. It’s been the way
of our life for the past 16 years when we
started traveling around the world to meet
with Shaumbra. We’ll do our actual anniversary celebration in Denmark this weekend with a nice intimate dinner and an
exceptionally good bottle of French wine.
By Geoffrey Hoppe
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On our anniversary celebration, we’d like
to share some news with you. We were a little hesitant about mentioning it;
it’s a personal matter yet it affects nearly all Shaumbra. It has to do with the
future of the Crimson Circle, and all of the work we’ve done over the years, so
we feel it’s to best to share it. Plus, it might help you to understand some of
the other things we’re doing at CC Headquarters back in Colorado.

Crimson Circle Energy Co.
PO Box 7394
Golden, CO 80403 USA
crimsoncircle.com
support@crimsoncircle.com
Phone: 1 303 601 9112

Linda and I recently created the Crimson Circle Foundation. It’s a non-profit
foundation with the charter to continue the work of the Crimson Circle long
after we’re gone from the planet. Of course, we don’t have plans to leave any
time soon, but we wanted to preserve and protect all of the Crimson Circle
work well into the future.

© Copyright 2017
Crimson Circle Energy Co., Inc.

*

About the Cover Art
This month’s cover art by Ionut Caras, a gifted artist from Romania. Digital images of
this and other artwork from Ionut Caras can be downloaded at: carasdesign.com
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To this end, all of our personal assets will go into the non-profit Crimson
Circle Foundation, after we leave the physical realms. This includes our physical property, retirement accounts, stocks and bonds, cash, artwork, vehicles
and everything else we own. It also includes all of our Crimson Circle stock,
copyrights and trademarks; every piece of written, audio and video channeling since we started in 1999. It will all go into the Foundation for the express
purpose of continuing the work long after we’re gone.
In plain words, the Crimson Circle Foundation will have funds to continue
offering the materials for many years and decades to come. It will also have
the legal ownership of the material in order to keep it pure, in its original
state, without others distorting or commercializing it.

Geoff and Linda, Egypt Tour #5, November 2014

The Crimson Circle materials are the history of the Shaumbra journey in
this lifetime. It’s the diary of our coming to Realization. Linda and I have had
the honor of being part of the creation of this work with you at the Shouds,
workshops, Cloud Classes and Keahak. We have served as the custodians of
the materials, and along with the staff making sure it is properly distributed
and archived. We feel a strong duty toward the legal and financial viability of
the Crimson Circle, as well as the protection of the copyrights for Shaumbra,
now and in the future.
Linda and I were in the business world prior to starting our full-time work
with the Crimson Circle in 2002. We went through ups and downs in our
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careers, and we were involved in several start-up companies including one
that became quite successful. We both worked since we were 16 years old
and by our late 40’s, prior to the Crimson Circle, had made a very comfortable
living for ourselves. Then the Crimson Circle was born, and it became our life’s
passion, the very reason for being here on the planet. We were blessed that
we didn’t have to do the work of the Crimson Circle for the money, but could
rather focus on building it for the benefit of Shaumbra.
Linda and I don’t have any children. It wasn’t a conscious choice but rather
what was “in the cards.” By the time we were in our mid-30’s we accepted this,
as painful as it was at times, and moved on with our lives. Looking back now,
we would have never started the Crimson Circle, along with all of the traveling
and long hours involved, if we had a family because the attention would have
gone to our children rather than our work. It was a sacrifice, but perhaps a small
personal sacrifice in light of what has come of the Crimson Circle.
We have no children to leave our inheritance to. Our brothers and sisters
(14 in total) are all mature adults with homes and security, and while we still
love them dearly, the longevity of the Crimson Circle materials is our priority.
More good will come from leaving our inheritance to the Crimson Circle and
Shaumbra than if it went to our biological relatives. And, when we thought
about leaving something to charities, we could think of no better cause for
humanity than the Crimson Circle itself.

WE’LL PROBABLY NEVER
RETIRE BECAUSE WE LOVE
WHAT WE’RE DOING.

Many people have asked us what will become of the Crimson
Circle when we retire or cross over. We’ll probably never retire
because we love what we’re doing. I’m sure we’ll slow down at
some point, but as long as there are humans going from awakening into mastery, and as long as Adamus continues to work with
us, we’ll continue to do what we’re doing. Even after we’re gone,
there will be many, many people who seek guidance and reassurance in their journey to Realization. We want them to have access
to the library of wisdom and knowledge that has come from Tobias,
Kuthumi, Adamus and Shaumbra since 1999.

It was a strange process to go through, talking with the Foundation attorney and discussing what happens when we… well, depart. We had to write
a list of all our assets, everything we own, everything we’ve worked hard at
for these past 40 years. On the other hand, it was a true joy to know that
it will all eventually go into the Crimson Circle Foundation. There was a
deep sense of fulfillment when we signed the final documents to create the
Crimson Circle Foundation.
These have been the best years of our lives. We’ve traveled nearly 1.5 million
miles to 32 countries, and have met an estimated 10,000 Shaumbra in person.
I hope we’ve touched your hearts and souls as much as you’ve touched ours.
When Adamus says “In all of Creation, there are no greater Beings than Human
Beings” we know exactly what he means. We have come to know some of the
finest humans on this planet, ones who call themselves Shaumbra.

» INDEX
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REGISTRATION CLOSES JUNE 15, 2017
SIGN UP NOW!!

KEAHAK:

SPIRIT IN EXPERIENCE;
ENERGY IN MOTION

A premier experience with Adamus Saint-Germain

D

o you want to be where the action is, hear
brand new material from Adamus, explore
the very edge of consciousness? Then Keahak
is for you!! But don’t miss out… this year’s registration
closes in two weeks.
Thanks to the groundbreaking leadership of Adamus,
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Keahak has become the flagship program of Crimson
Circle. It sets the tone for Shouds, workshops and more
as Adamus unveils his newest material within the sacred
House of Keahak. Throughout the year, he is close by and
very personal with every Keahaker, wherever they are in
the world. Many of those in the current Keahak program
are second-, third-, and fourth-timers. They have found

such value in the twice-monthly sessions with Adamus,
the online Keahak community and the intimate interactions with St. Germain, that it has become a necessary
blessing in their lives.
Keahak VII begins in early July and will conclude with a
channel and celebration in June, 2018.

MUST REGISTER BY JUNE 15!

Language: English & Spanish
Cost:
First time Keahak - $1,500
Keahak graduate - $1,000
SIGN UP NOW!

Payment plans available

KEAHAKER FEEDBACK
“Deep experience of integration of all I AM and permanent contact with Adamus.” ~ RF
“Keahak is a lifeline in this crazy world of matter… my saving grace.” ~ AK
“Keahak provides a safe space… truly supporting me in all that I am living.” ~ MJH
“There are no words to describe how important and beautiful it is for me… I would recommend Keahak with all my heart.” ~ EN
“I have discovered my I Am with Keahak and it’s the wildest ride!” ~ YF
“An experience that I cannot express in words… found what I have always been looking for… made me know who I
am, why I am here.” ~ MJC
“I give my highest recommendation for Keahak. The material is SO leading edge, so expansive, so pertinent, and SO
lovely.” ~ AvR
“Keahak is like going to “University of Mastery”. There are no words to express my deep gratitude to Adamus.” ~ PS
“Keahak gives me the opportunity to go so deep into my Self… It has given me everything.” ~ SN
“The best thing I have ever done. Not always easy, it is challenging, you are definitely on the move.” ~ MMR
“I have taken Keahak four times and would highly recommend it to anyone who is serious about their realization. It is
my joy.” ~ MDM
“I didn’t know what to expect… at this point I can’t imagine life without Keahak.” ~ BM

» INDEX
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FEATURED EVENTS
THE CHANNELING (AND SENSING) WORKSHOP
Lou isville , C O , US A • Ju ly 7– 9, 2017
Can you learn to channel in just three days? Absolutely! We’ll show you how
to “sense” energies and translate the universal language into something your
mind will understand and other people can hear coming
through your voice. In three days, you’ll get all of the
MORE INFO
basics and more.

THE SIMPLE MASTER: ALLOWING & AND
Louisville, CO, USA • July 28–30, 2017
In The Simple Master, Adamus Saint–Germain helps clear the clutter and
bring you back to the basics: Allowing & And. Adamus says these are the
keys to embodied enlightenment. Allowing means to get out of the mind to
allow the Free Self to be present in your everyday life.
And brings you back to the realization that you are not
MORE INFO
singular, linear or local.

THE SIMPLE MASTER: ALLOWING & AND
Monteriggioni, Italy (Tuscany) • September 20–24, 2017
In The Simple Master, Adamus Saint–Germain helps clear the clutter and
bring you back to the basics: Allowing & And. Adamus says these are the
keys to embodied enlightenment. Allowing means to get out of the mind to
allow the Free Self to be present in your everyday life.
And brings you back to the realization that you are not
MORE INFO
singular, linear or local.

THE SIMPLE MASTER: ALLOWING & AND
Adelaide, Australia • November 13–15, 2017
In The Simple Master, Adamus Saint–Germain helps clear the clutter and
bring you back to the basics: Allowing & And. Adamus says these are the
keys to embodied enlightenment. Allowing means to get out of the mind to
allow the Free Self to be present in your everyday life.
And brings you back to the realization that you are not
MORE INFO
singular, linear or local.
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EVENTS CALENDAR
PLEASE VISIT CRIMSON CIRCLE STORE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE EVENTS.
N OTE :
		

N o t a ll ev ent s m a y y e t be ope n for re gis tration ;
C r imso n Circ le Angels re ce ive advan ce n otice

AUGUST
05

2017

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

11 13 DreamWalker Death Online

CCCC & Online
Online

12

Keahak VII			Online

26

Keahak VII			Online

SEPTEMBER
00

NO MONTHLY SHOUD		

OFFLINE

03 04 The Magic of Merlin		

Romania

10 14 The Threshold			

Austria

16

Keahak VII			Online

20 24 The Simple Master: Allowing & And Italy

JUNE

26 29 The Threshold Reunion		

Italy

03

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

Germany & Online

04

A Day with Adamus		

Germany

10

Keahak VI			Online

20

CC Angel Webcast		

Online

24

Keahak VI Finale			

CCCC & Online

05

Teacher Council Meeting		

Online

29

Teacher Council Meeting		

Online

07

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

14

Keahak VII			Online

28

Keahak VII			Online

30

Keahak VII			Online

OCTOBER

JULY
NOVEMBER

01

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

02

Keahak VII Introduction		

Online

04

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

07 09 The Channeling Workshop

CCCC

11

Keahak VII			Online

15

Online

13 15 The Simple Master: Allowing & And Australia

Keahak VII Launch		

CCCC & Online

28 30 The Simple Master: Allowing & And CCCC

25

Keahak VII			Online

29

30

Teacher Council Meeting		

Keahak VII			Online

» INDEX
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THE SIMPLE MASTER: ALLOWING & AND

I

n The Simple Master, Adamus helps bring you to your authentic self,
beyond the doubts and distractions, and without the noise and confusion.
The Simple Master brings clarity to your journey, without makyo, clichés
or sugar-coating. The messages are succinct and crisp, and the feeling is very
personal. Many attendees say they felt Adamus was talking just to them, rather
than to the larger group.
The Simple Master focuses on the principles of Allowing and And, two essential
understandings for anyone choosing embodied Realization. Adamus has talked
about Allowing and And in the monthly Shouds and Keahak for several years, but
he takes it to a new level of depth, clarity and meaning in The Simple Master, so
that these principles can truly be applied to your life. He does this with a blend
of lectures, audience interactions and deep merabhs.
The Simple Master is the newest “core material” for Shaumbra, on the same
life-changing level as Sexual Energies School, Aspectology™ and DreamWalker®
Death. It provides the basic tools for staying in the physical body as a Master.

10
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REGISTER NOW FOR THE SIMPLE MASTER!
MORE INFO – COLORADO

MORE INFO – ITALY

MORE INFO – AUSTRALIA

ATTENDEE SURVEY RESULTS:
Adamus Saint-Germain: 87% excellent, 11% very good
Registration price: 60% a good value, 29% just right for the cost
Personal effect: 72% life changing, 28% a good positive experience
Would recommend to other Shaumbra: 98%

ATTENDEE COMMENTS:
“Adamus described it as ‘boot camp’ for embodied enlightenment.”
“An event that makes me feel like waking up from a dream.”
“It really came at a time when I needed to add some more color to my life.”
“So glad I joined the workshop, I feel this experience will follow me for a long
time to come.”
“WOW!”
“A great inner quiet comes in that allows room for enlightenment… This is
perhaps the most important workshop.”
“After Threshold and Bon, I didn’t think anything could surpass. This one
surpassed all my expectations.”
“A new understanding of my journey and my life on Earth. Expanded understanding of death and Earth gravity, and me as a time traveler and All That I
Am. A journey in many layers, a journey of grand new experiences.”
“I have a better understanding of ALLOWING and AND; to be both, human
and Master. I have nothing to do. ALLOWING and AND. That is it.”
“One of the best experiences of my life.”
“Basically, I know it all, but now for me it went into being/feeling it.”
“It changed my life forever, made it clearer.”
“Once more, Adamus gave us a deep experience that was beyond everything I have experienced before.”

» INDEX
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FROM FOCUS
TO F R E E D O M :

WHAT A
CRAZY
RIDE!
I

am fantastic at Focus,
that treasured angelic
sense that allows us to go
deep into an experience. I’ve
mastered that sucker, having
delved into the densest of the
dense with singular purpose. Now
it is time to expand into AND,
and Adamus has been helping me
open into my free senses, the ones
beyond the control of my mind
(which itself is a tool of Focus).
Expansion has held a few surprises. My five human senses are
working mostly like they used to,
albeit with a few odd twitches, and
the new senses are still rather mysterious,

12
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but there is now a whole new level of knowingness overlaying my perceptions
in humorous and unexpected ways. It is like experiencing a software upgrade
and discovering your equipment is a bit too old to run the new system, so the
bugs are being worked out on the fly.

THE FIVE SENSES OF FOCUS - VERSION 2.0
By Donna Van Keuren

SEEING
I still look out at the world and see my preconceived notions about it. I
look in the mirror and see my old war wounds and new age spots. I see the
four walls that house me, and the pile of dirty clothes and the dishes I have
yet to wash. I am very well aware of the creative project I set down three
months ago that is intruding into my peripheral vision. However, I know that
what I’m seeing with my eyes isn’t the whole picture; it is only one potential
form of what is really there. Magic is shimmering behind the scenes, but my
eyes are so conditioned to see the reality I know, I can’t bring other potentials into clear focus.
Now, for some odd reason, my eyes have been really tired lately and behaving oddly. This is disturbing, but since I know everything is now about my
enlightenment, I’m guessing it’s all just part of going beyond Focus into a
different way of seeing. At least that is what I am telling myself.

HEARING
My ears are working quite well, thank you. I can hear the neighbor’s dogs
barking at all hours as vividly as ever, even with a pillow over my head; but
now, unfortunately, I can also hear their anxiety under the barking.
I can sense the shift in energy when people slip into their stories (it feels
charged, closed off, and looping). I can hear when power games are operating behind someone’s words, and because of this, I feel super crabby when I
have to listen to advertisements, newscasts, dramatic programming, or anything designed to manipulate my mind and emotions.
On a positive note, beautiful music is even more beautiful than before. I can
sense the sacred geometry and colors within the tones. Unfortunately, I can
also hear the persona of the musician lying on top of the tune, especially if
there is an agenda driving the performance. Since I have a multi-lifetime love
affair with music, and several of my aspects were expert energy manipulators, this is a particularly painful awareness for me, and it’s been an excellent
opportunity for benching…lots of benching.
I’ve also started to hear the incessant babble of my mind and recognize
its insanity. Ironically, once I started listening to my mind without believing what it said, the screaming backed off significantly. It was only then, in

» INDEX
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the stillness, that I discovered the “Wizard Behind the
Curtain,” the darker programming that was running the
monkey-mind show.
The energies inside me are more harmonious now,
more open and flowing, but when I hear discord developing, I know something is rising up to be rebalanced. I am
listening to myself in a whole new way.

SMELLING

knowing. It wants to do the “nice” thing. (This is the payoff for being named after Donna Reed.) “Nice,” I am finding, is truly a “four-letter word” that stands for No Insight
Can Enter and it sabotages my ability to love myself. But
the nose knows. It is not fooled by “Nice.” I’m learning
to pay attention to this new sense of smell, drop the psycho babble, and like Toucan Sam (who could sniff out the
fruity goodness of Froot Loops cereal) “follow my nose.”

TASTING

My nose isn’t particularly over-sensitive, though I have
occasionally smelled things that were nowhere near
me, like food being cooked on a TV show in France, for
example. It was a dish made with apples and pears and
it smelled AMAZING!

My sense of taste is directly connected to my sense of
smell. Much like the way I can smell the essence behind
something, I can now “taste” the potential for passion in
an experience.
Sadly, most human activities
are filled with a lot of programmed doing (or doo doo,
as I like to call it), and consequently are not very palatable.
Most of them rank right up
there with raking the elk poop
out of my yard (which reminds
me of the day my yard was
filled with elk…a truly magical
experience…until they left). In
short, my life can no longer
be about cleaning up messes,
even my own.

The biggest shift in my sense of smell is an evolving abil-

My new sense of taste is
revealing that my mind’s definition of passion was just need
in disguise. Need has a distinctive flavor. There is no delight
in it. Conditioned need-driven
doing is surprisingly passionless, pointless, and pathetic.

can sniff out the potentials that don’t serve me.

Now, when I start to salivate about a potential creation,
and chew on the idea a bit, I can tell immediately if it is
going to leave me with a bitter aftertaste or a flat, passionless one. I no longer have to get involved in something before I realize it is going to bore me silly. All I have
to do is taste the energy, and I know.

My mind has its own ideas about what I should or
shouldn’t be doing, and it is often at odds with this inner

Because of this my guitar is sitting unplayed and my
art supplies unused. Years of training is lying dormant

ity to detect energy scents. For example, I can smell the
aromas woven into peoples’ life stories and understand,
without trying, the patterns that created them. I can also
smell chaos, whether it is around people or events, and

14
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because I just can’t do the same old things in the same
old ways, and the new ways have not revealed themselves yet, though I can feel a change is brewing.
In the absence of other passionate pleasures, food is
the one delight that sustains me, and my taste for the
good life has expanded. Sadly, as a result, so have I.

FEELING
My feeling sense has evolved the most, and it is
getting quite uncomfortably sensitive. I can feel with
shocking clarity ALL the crazy changes happening in
my body in a way that is magnified and more intense
than ever.
I know for sure my ancestral body is releasing
because I feel like a part of me is dying. This has been
incredibly scary because I also know I am not to fix what
is leaving.
Similarly, I can feel when new energy enters me and
hits the walls of my belief systems and hidden traumas. Then, when things finally release, I feel fatigued
and flu-ish and emotionally depressed, like a juiced
caterpillar, stuck in the emptiness of my self-created
void, impatiently waiting for the new to emerge.
My mind has finally surrendered to the fact that it
cannot micromanage my re-invention, nor can it help
me understand it. When I sense into my body, however,
I feel a surprising thrill. It is delighted to be expanding
beyond my mind’s manipulations. Sensing all this has
been like riding a rollercoaster: chaos in motion, baby.

THE FREE SENSES
Enter the free senses. Adamus has used Keahak
and Master’s Life 4 to introduce us to some of these
sensual gems. I’ve noticed they are hard to define. I
don’t experience them individually. Instead, they seem
to swim through each other, and in and over my human
senses. They give me an expanded non-linear knowingness that colors my perceptions in new ways.
Over the last 10 years, my life totally deconstructed,
and it was hard to fathom I did this to myself on purpose. What WAS I thinking!!!? I came into this world

as a goody two-shoes puritan fixer/saver that, ironically,
couldn’t save a single soul, and instead, ran face-first into
her darkest demon aspects. Really? What made me think
that was a good life strategy? It all seemed rather cruel
and I’ve experienced great grief and remorse.
My new senses, however, are revealing a certain beauty
in this dualistic mock-up, for how else could I have let
go of my identities? I was so attached to them, I had to
fail with grand abandon in order to let them go. I had to
grind that all to dust to discover the eternal within me.
Looking back on my stubbornness with my emerging
senses, I see it is actually rather funny.
After lifetimes of running away from the inevitable,
I’ve learned that integrating my darkest demon and my
lightest lightworker into a non-dualistic compassionate
state IS the grand gift that I am giving myself. It is also
the legacy I leave behind me for my beloveds to open
whenever they are ready. All my karmic buddies came
around this time to cheer me on, fail me, and set me
on this path of self-love. I couldn’t save them because
they didn’t want saving! Imagine that. It was their job to
jump-start ME. I had no idea we were that creative…that
brave…that wise…but actually, it was a brilliant plan, and
pretty frickin’ beautiful.
Perceiving my life through this emerging sense of
BEAUTY is opening my sense of LOVE, a great mystery
that is still evolving through the paradoxes of my experiences. It is also expanding my IMAGINATION. I can now
sense so many more potentials, and this loosens my
FOCUS, making my creations much less mental and much
more fluid. As a result, my sense of UNITY is expanding.
There is now room for synchronicity and surprise.

FREE ENERGY
With these new perceptions I am noticing a new flow
of energy that isn’t programmed by my old conditioning.
It brings a fresh wave of the unexpected, and I can smell
it coming like I can scent the ozone in the wind that precedes a storm. It is electric and, to my mind, an uncertain
thing, because it wreaks havoc on anything in my life that
is still rigid or controlled. Yet I can feel the excitement
when my body receives it, for it senses the beauty that
my mind cannot. The best word I have to describe this
energy is Freedom. I’ve been breathing it in for months
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now. At first touch, it is blissful, but then chaos inevitably follows. I’m learning
to relax into this, and simply allow it. Trust is an absolute necessity.
Free energy creates in the moment. If, however, I believe I won’t get
what I need or must micromanage the process, my lack of trust will redirect my creation into an alternate universe or bring it in a chaotic and
distorted way. If I trust, I
get what I need exactly
when I need it in a way
I don’t expect. Hardest
lesson ever, but also the
most life-changing.
My choice to trust is
revealing how ungrounded
I used to be. It is showing
me how important it is to
“be here now and allow.”
By radiating trust, I am
no longer hiding, and this
allows my new creations
to find me. By grounding
myself in the moment, I
bring Theos to me.
I’ve started to relax
into this, though it is still
occasionally a bumpy
ride. Perhaps the biggest
indicator of my progress
is that I’m starting to see
the grand cosmic wink
and have a good laugh
at myself. I can see how
everything, even the hard stuff, is unfolding with exquisite timing and design.
My mind would NEVER have planned this and, I admit, I’m now getting an
irreverent kick out of it all. Perhaps the whole creative process is supposed to
be FUN after all. Wow, what a concept!

Donna Van Keuren writes a monthly blog describing some of her most
poignant epiphanies, as well as the jokes she’s played on herself along the
way. If you would like to share a few laughs and read her reflections on this
crazy ride called embodied enlightenment, join her at
www.lightthejourney.com/blog.
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CC TIPS
MONTHLY TIPS TO HELP YOU MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR CRIMSON CIRCLE ONLINE EXPERIENCE

VIEWING FULL SCREEN
Are you having trouble with the Full Screen function during
the monthly webcast and/or subsequent playback?
1. There is a known problem trying to use Google Chrome.
Therefore, please use a browser other than Chrome.
2. If full screen mode will not work during the

DAILY QUOTES
Begin every day with an inspiring message direct from
Adamus, Tobias, and even Kuthumi!
Simply go to the CC home page for the daily quotes that
come from Shouds, workshops and more.

webcast on another browser, go directly to the
Livestream website: https://livestream.com/
accounts/1862284/events/1690394
3. If you are trying to access a recording, use the files
in the Library on the Crimson Circle website. The
playback will most probably work well there.

Translations
The daily quotes are now being translated into Italian,
Romanian and Spanish, with more languages coming.
Suggestion
Make the Crimson Circle home page your home page,
and every time you go on the internet you’ll be inspired!

» INDEX
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

CLOUD CLASS INFORMATION
Most Cloud Classes will remain available indefinitely. You have 90 days streaming access from the date of
purchase (or from the date of broadcast, if applicable). We also provide online English transcripts and text
translations when available. We hope you enjoy these essential offerings from Adamus Saint-Germain!

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE CLOUD CLASSES
• Addiction Unplugged

• The Master’s Life, Part 4: Sensuality

• Ancestral Freedom

• The Master’s Voice

• Consciousness Revolution

• New Earth Update

• Consciousness Theater

• ProGnost 2016

• DreamWalker™ Birth

• ProGnost 2016 UPDATE

• Four Masters in Munich

• ProGnost 2017

• Freedom… Now What?

• Quantum Allowing

• The Master’s Life, Part 1: Transfiguration

• Timeless – A Journey Beyond

• The Master’s Life, Part 2: I Am Here

• Wound of Adam

• The Master’s Life, Part 3: Embodiment

THE MASTER’S LIFE, PART 4: SENSUALITY
Adamus says that Sensuality is one of the final things
to open up in the process of Realization. In fact, he
has recently stated that when one has opened to
11 true senses, they will indeed be in the state
of enlightenment.

Being human means that we have been very limited
in our awareness of reality, staying focused to the very
minimal human perceptions. But when one is ready to
go beyond and allow the innate angelic senses to open
once again, it is actually the way out, the true doorway
to freedom. Join Adamus and Yoham on this deep dive
into the senses. It’s like opening your eyes for the first
time – the world will never be quite the same!

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $100
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

THE WOUND OF ADAM
“A love story of sorts, and a tragedy of sorts.” In this grand
and deeply transformational presentation, Adamus SaintGermain recounts the creation of the masculine and feminine
energies and how this original duality continues to play out
in human relations and at the core of each individual. You’ll
never view the Goddess energy in the same way after experiencing The Wound of Adam, or the masculine energy for that
matter. You’ll see beyond the victim and abuser energies of
the sexes, into what is the greatest love story ever told.
Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $125
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS

With exquisite compassion and understanding, Adamus
depicts the struggles and triumphs of Isis and Adam – the
discovery of love, the desire to protect, the opening to love
of self. You’ll understand why men are so interested in sex,
why women are better at multitasking, how love was first
experienced – and by whom.
The insights delivered in The Wound of Adam have the
potential to shift your entire understanding of the feminine
and masculine roles, and perhaps all of your future experiences with Love.

QUANTUM ALLOWING
Experience Adamus’ most in-depth exploration of
allowing as he invites you to release old ties, consider
questions like “what creates reality?” and sink deep into
true allowing – quantum allowing. In this time of intense
change, it can seem like everything is dissolving into
chaos. But with the deep understanding of allowing,
you’ll realize that all is truly well.

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $295

The Quantum Allowing sessions are accompanied and
enhanced by the resonant musical genius of Yoham,
featuring Gerhard Fankhauser, Einat Gilboa and Amir
Yakobi. While their music is always an asset to Adamus’
presentations, in Quantum Allowing the members of
Yoham are particularly tuned in to the energies as they
collaborate in these life-changing sessions.

WATCH EXCERPTS
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ALLOWING
IT TO BE REAL
M

agic is waiting for us, magic that far surpasses any concepts that science, or
science fiction, has popularised.

“It is real if you allow it to be.”
These words from Tobias have led me through incredible adventures since first seeing them on Jean Tinder’s website long ago. Their subtle fascination drew me ever
nearer, although their understanding escaped me until I allowed the experiences
which popped into my life to be real.
A quick perusal of past memories reveals that I accepted this magic unquestioningly
as a child, trusting it was real and then gradually letting it fade away as I entered deeply
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into a very mental, study-oriented life. I was a Being
whose questions bubbled up incessantly; I devoured
books and in continually reaching for answers from
outside, closed my ability to receive the knowledge
within. Opening this up again has required complete
acceptance – that I can trust myself to allow these
internal answers and that I can allow the amazing,
incredible occurrences which jump unexpectedly into
my life to be ‘real.’
By Kay von Randow
Looking back and remembering the other ‚places‘ I
visited as a toddler – in particular a luxuriant garden
with blossoms and butterflies larger than me with my
older brother John, a sailor (I did find it strange that John was never at home
and didn‘t have his own bedroom but otherwise he was a very real feature of
my existence) – shows me that I naturally allowed other experiences. I kept
all this completely to myself, somehow knowing that it existed just for me.
This rich inner world accompanied me into my teens, expanding to
encompass music as well. I heard music ‘inside,‘ often singing what I heard.
On one particularly unhappy day at school, I took refuge in the basement
sport changing rooms, began singing, and let it flow for almost the complete 20-minute break. Suddenly, I realised that I was singing not a popular
melody, but one part from a Fugue in Baroque style; I was actually in a grand
musical performance with performers and a venue I couldn‘t see!! In fact,
I was so ‚in‘ the performance that I‘d overlooked the possibility of being
heard, and the teacher who came to fish me out remarked that I must be
very happy to sing like that. I came down to earth with a bump, as ‘happy’
was one thing I was not!
And then I began to question. After avidly reading composers’ biographies, I knew that Robert Schumann had considered himself ‘mad’ because
he heard what he imagined to be angels singing in his head. Was this also
true of me, I wondered? Was I mad?
I asked for piano music as Christmas and birthday presents. I wanted to
have my own treasure trove of unknown sounds and to investigate how
composers had achieved their marvellous effects. Debussy was a favorite,
though my hands were much too small to play the chords. Through all this
study, my approach to composing became more analytical and mental.
My fascination with the ‘whole story’ behind music grew. I learned about
composers who influenced – and were in turn influenced by – architecture;
literature and art during each historical period; changes in how instruments
were built and how combining them created soundscapes of drama; and
how to dive into a score to see what note combinations gave birth to such
exquisite sounds. All this led directly to my choice of studying music at university instead of music academy, where the focus was purely on technical
and performance skills.
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My University abounded in musical ensembles – Orchestra, Chamber Orchestra, Choir,
Chamber groups, Opera, Experimental Music and numerous student-directed concert
projects – and I took part in everything! It was a crazily enjoyable musical period when
I’d have rehearsals for perhaps six or seven different concerts at any one time. I was also
digging deep into the scholarly side of music, but eventually my questioning surfaced
again: My major was Composition, but I wasn‘t writing anything. Why?
Jumping forward several years, despite being an active (amateur) performer, I
suffered terrible stage-fright as well as shoulder problems (my main instrument
was the viola). So I decided to take a year out of all active performing and therefore theoretically had plenty of time for composing. However, I still didn’t write.
Looking back, it’s clear that I ‘lost’ part of my musical identity in order to allow
space for the true one, that of Music Channeller, to emerge. Composing had
become hard work with little rituals and beliefs in methodical planning; i.e. sit
at the piano to write for an hour, tea break, write for an hour, take a walk, write
for an hour, etc., etc. At the end of the day, perhaps only three bars of finished
music would be on the manuscript.
Then, through personal circumstances, there came a complete 12-year break
from composing.
When professional music entered my life again through hearing my son‘s
French Horn teacher playing, it came in with such force that I simply allowed
it to lift me out of my former life and carry me along. That was in 2000, the
very same year I discovered the Crimson Circle. I wrote a passionate threemovement piece for Horn and Organ which I called ‘Als die Stille starb’
(When the Silence Died) as homage to what I now recognise as an End, as
well as a Beginning.
After that, I let music come when it wanted to. I changed from using pencil
and manuscript paper to a computer notation program and since I could now
play and record in one go, was free to let it flow.
And flow it certainly did! Gone was my mental approach. Not only that, but
I became aware of shadowy energies accompanying my composition. These
were not entities, but simply energies. One day, sitting at the piano, the music
which flowed was, well, a friend of mine. This was ‘her’ as surely as if I was looking at her. I just felt it! The music showed aspects of her which I didn’t actually
know, but which she later confirmed when I gave her a CD for her birthday. This
was the first Soul Song I recognised as such. Although very surprised, I never
doubted; I allowed it to be real.
I’m now used to music coming at all hours and in many situations, because I’ve
removed the mental barriers. On one occasion, while at an airport I heard a Soul Song
begin flowing, so I went to the ladies room and sang the opening into my iPhone, knowing I could later re-connect to the energy through this little snippet. Then I politely asked
it to wait! On other occasions, such as sitting at traffic lights, I heard the music begin and
my iPhone again came to the rescue. I receive energy in the form of music from many different organic sources – trees, flowers, countries, the astrological signs, crystal caverns,
the New Earth and Theos, a New Year, and even those of you who have commissioned
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NEW VIDEOS

Soul Songs, music for podcasts or to accompany personal sessions.
None of this would exist if I didn’t allow it to be real.
This is now as natural a part of my life as brushing my teeth  – no strain,
no effort, no rituals – and it is extraordinary fun! I stay aware and very
present during channelling and am often surprised at what I sense when
music flows, for it’s a multi-dimensional experience. Afterwards, I’m a bit
dreamy, exhilarated and with senses very open. I like to go for a walk in
our nearby forest then: the verdure looks and smells so fresh like at no
other time. Since the music comes to me rather than me actively thinking
it out, I pondered on what kind of composer I am. And then a comment
from Geoff about entering “Channeler” as the profession on his passport
opened my eyes: I am a Music Channeler! This is my true passion; everything else was an adventurous preparation.

Why Stay?
Highlights from Transhuman 9

I recently attended a concert of music I know well, and it was much
enhanced by unexpected happenings – and I allowed them to be real.
As the performance started I was strongly drawn to the archway high
above the performers, seeing yellow-orange flame-like lights extending
to the top of the church and swaying, not in rhythm but to the intensity of
feeling coming from the music. I allowed myself to go fully into it, experiencing pure ecstasy. I felt I was flying through the church, becoming
ever more saturated in ecstasy. I just couldn’t keep still any more, letting
my body move despite seeing the rest of the audience sitting straightbacked like stone pillars.

Free Time Merabh
From Transhuman 8

Then, I felt disappointed with certain aspects of the performance. To
my astonishment, I saw energies shaped like ‘commas’ rolling around
the church. They were white with grey tips and came in all different sizes.
They felt like giggling little children let loose from school who were up
to mischief! Their thoughts came as continual chatter and they identified
themselves as the ‘prematurely cut-off notes’ which had so disappointed
me in the performance. They were quite matter-of-fact about the situation, not in the least displeased and simply enjoying their freedom. While
these gay energies rollicked around the church, the ecstasy-filled lights
continued. And at the very end of the performance something most
amazing happened: I saw the singers and instrumentalists transformed
into dazzling light which became almost translucent and merge as one
with the conductor, until one pillar of sound/light existed from floor to
ceiling. Just writing these words awakens the memory and brings tears to
my eyes. The audience responded in uproar, the applause continuing for
a long time. When I spoke to the young conductor afterwards I perceived
his surprise at my enthusiasm, but restrained myself to musical motives
without mentioning the additional happenings!

Free Energy Merabh
From Transhuman Shoud 9

Adamus on Alzheimer’s
Excerpt from Master’s Life 4 –
Sensuality

This is what happens when I let the experiences come to me and allow
them to be real, and I hope my story inspires others to do the same. The
real magic, however, is in trusting yourself enough to know the experiences are real!
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT
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Magazine
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Crimson
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By Jean
Tinder,
By Jean
Tinder,
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editor,
Crimson
Circle

MEMORIES AND
FREEDOM
A

s I write this, I’m sitting in my garage, bundled up against the
freezing air (springtime in the mountains is capricious), waiting for
more neighbors to stop by and browse through my junk. In other
words, I’m having a garage sale, also known as a yard sale, tag sale, rummage sale or flea market; an opportunity for my clutter to become someone
else’s treasure. Part of me wonders why on earth I’m putting myself through
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this freezing torment just to make a few dollars; another part of me is having
great fun with it! If nothing else, it’s an interesting way to examine and (hopefully) let go of the past.

MEMORIES
But oh, everything means something to me. The little glass-top table over
there… a friend gave it to me years ago. It’s not really my style anymore, but
it makes me think of her. This box of toys… I would bring them out every few
months when my kids came to visit, but now that they are with me, I no longer
need the reminder of how much I missed them. The rolled-up rug waiting for a
new home reminds me of when a relationship was exciting and new… we picked
it out together and loved it. And then, well, things changed. The pretty dress
a friend of mine wore for her wedding years ago… what sentimental value it
must have held, until it was time to simplify and the old things stopped being
so important.
Wall art that used to make me happy has now gone on to cheer someone else’s
home. The porch swing… purchased as a joyful declaration of abundance and a
resting spot for so many friends, now doesn’t seem so special anymore (especially
after the squirrels got to it over winter). There’s even a box of free stuff, little things
from all over the house that I kept… because surely they’ll be useful one day! How
many years should go by without touching something before I can let it go?
I could tell a story about every single item in this space. But, for reasons as
diverse as the objects, I’m ready to let each one go. And it’s a process that’s giving
me a new perspective on life, particularly the past.
How often do we hold onto things and situations that no longer serve us, because
they seem too important to let go? Or because they might be useful again someday? Or because we don’t want to forget their former glory and what they meant?
Or simply because we don’t yet have anything to replace them with? In part, this
sort of “hoarding” might be a residual effect of growing up poor, because you learn
to scrimp and save and scrounge for what you need. But that’s not all there is to it,
for I’ve seen many people unable to let go even though they didn’t grow up poor.
It’s a ‘holding on’ that applies far beyond material possessions.
For instance, even though a situation has run its course, do I hang on because
I’m afraid nothing else will ever replace it? Like that scarf that’s so beautiful, but
hasn’t suited me for 20 years, can I finally allow that part of my life to be over?
What is it that keeps us holding on to things that lost their usefulness – or just
stopped bringing us joy – ages ago? Strange how it can be so difficult to release
the past, or even things that remind you of it. Almost as if letting something go
dishonors the event or situation or person with whom it was associated. But does
it? Maybe the greatest honor is acknowledging its significance, and internalizing
the wisdom so much that the outer reminder is no longer needed.
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Thinking about all this, I can really see why most people don’t remember past
lives! Can you imagine the collections? All the nostalgia and mementos would
practically be immobilizing. So, we start fresh each lifetime. But then the old habits
and beliefs and tendencies inevitably kick in, as well as all the entanglements with
other people, and there we are again, surrounded by the past and not even aware,
thinking “This is just who I am and how things are.”
Here’s a thought: Maybe we can pick and choose the inner stuff to toss out as
easily as we do the outer stuff. In fact, maybe these releases run concurrently,
each supporting the other. If I want to move on from the past, what better way
than to let go of things that remind me of it? If I want to get unstuck in some
area of my life, the quickest way is to make a literal, tangible change that relates
to it. Do I want a new kitchen? Start measuring and playing with different possibilities! Do I feel stuck and need to clear my brain? Literally take a few good
deep breaths instead of just thinking about it! Do I want less clutter in my
life and more space for something
new? Go through the house, put a
bunch of stuff in the garage, put
out the signs and let people give
me money to take it away! It’s brilliant… do something different, and
different stuff happens!
As much of a hassle as this garage
sale project has been – several
weekends of cleaning, sorting and
stickering followed by hours of sitting out in the cold – it’s also been
pretty dang therapeutic. The house
feels fresh and renewed, the energy
has been stirred, and I have a little
spending money.

GRATITUDE
Through all the sorting and choosing, something else was happening as well: appreciation. I would pick up an item,
realize it was something I no longer wanted, remember the blessing it had been
in my life, and say, “Thank you for your service. Goodbye.” It wasn’t some empty
ritual; I truly felt gratitude along with the release. In fact, what a great way to
approach everything in my life! Whether it’s a family member who doesn’t understand me or a chair that’s seen better days; a relationship that’s over or a beautiful
shirt I just don’t wear anymore; someone who deceives me for their own purposes
or too many towels in the closet – ALL of it has served me in some way. And when I
can feel gratitude and honor as I let it go, then it is complete. No more loose ends
to sort out next lifetime; less clutter to clog up my energy in this lifetime.
Letting go of the pretty little figurine that someone gave me doesn’t mean I
don’t care; it means I’ve received the gift, accepted what I like from it, and moved
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on. Letting someone walk out of my life doesn’t mean I hate them; it means I have
received the gifts they brought to me, and things are now complete.
And after the surrender, what then? Perhaps I’ll just enjoy the new empty space
for a while. Perhaps something new will trickle in, something that suits me better in
my Now. But no matter what, I won’t regret the letting go. As much as we want to
hang on to what we loved, ultimately it will all go away and we’ll be left with only
Self. Maybe if I practice with the small stuff, the big stuff won’t be quite so hard.

THE EASY BUTTON
One of the items in my garage sale was an Easy Button (it’s cool, but I don’t need
two of ‘em). You push the big orange button and a cheerful voice says, “That was
easy!” For years now, ever since Kuthumi talked about it, every Shaumbra I know
has been looking for the Easy Button to life. People think the Easy Button is the
human getting everything they want, when they want it, and keeping it forever. But
over the years I’ve found that my personal Easy Button is non-resistance to what
is. If I’ve brought a difficult situation into my life, the Easy Button is acceptance. If
something I’ve loved is leaving my life, the Easy Button is allowing. If something no
longer serves me, no matter how special it has been, the Easy Button is letting go.
Basically, the Easy Button is the “stop fighting” button, something the human
self isn’t usually too thrilled about. So, if things in your life are hard and you’d like
to hit the Easy Button, maybe it’s time to hold an internal rummage sale. That old
resentment over something in the past can go live with the aspect who was there; I
don’t need it anymore. The beliefs I’ve outgrown – about money, love, food, God,
whatever – can go in the bin marked “Free.” I don’t care who takes them or if they
go in the trash; I don’t want them anymore. Some of the patterns I’ve developed
over the years are old and tattered now; best to let them go live with someone
who wants them.
But what about the stuff I still love? Sometimes I don’t feel ready to let something go, but it does anyway... like that pretty glass shelf that just went crashing to
the floor. Yet even then, underneath the annoyance of waste and loss, there’s still
a gently glowing layer of relief. One less thing to hold onto and be responsible for.
Amazing how freeing that feels… IF I don’t resist!
For those of us choosing this lifetime for our Realization, letting go seems to be
at the core of our very existence. It’s inevitable, for ultimately, we return to Self with
nothing but the wisdom. So we may as well have fun with it. The home, the love,
the lifestyle, the friends, the everything we thought was permanent… well, it isn’t.
And there’s nothing like a good rummage sale to remind us to let go.
The funny thing is, the more you let go of what was, the more space there is for
the wonderful new to come in! You see, it isn’t about refusing all worldly possessions and pleasures; it’s about letting them flow through your life in total freedom.
Then everything is available and nothing gets stuck. So, next time you see a rummage sale, let it remind you to press that Easy Button and just let go, for freedom’s
just another word for nothing left to lose.
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
ASPECTOLOGY®
SCHOOL

August 1–3, 2017
Fort Collins, Colorado, United States
Maria Jose Mera Moreira and Juan Carlos Robles Pablo

October 6–8, 2017
Warsaw, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

October 6–8, 2017
Drammen near Oslo, Norway
Eva Storrusten and Evy Finjord Heggelund

ASP June 9–11, 2017
Bad Honnef, Germany
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen
June 9–11, 2017
Campinas, SP, Brazil
Luiz Antonio Viotto

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

June 16–18, 2017
Bogota, Colombia
Norma Ojeda

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION
TRANSITIONS

June 23–25, 2017
Manta, Manabi, Ecuador
Maria Jose Mera Moreira and Juan Carlos Robles Pablo
June 23–25, 2017
Milan, Italy
Giuseppina Villa

DWA August 25–27, 2017
Mexico City, Mexico
Michele Morayta

July 14–16, 2017
La Tour–de–Trême, FR, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch

September 22–24, 2017
Warsaw, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska
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DREAMWALKER™
BIRTH TRANSITIONS
DWB June 16–18, 2017
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy

CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS
DWD June 16–18, 2017
Munich, Germany
Antje Westermann
June 16–18, 2017
Milan, Italy
Giuseppina Villa
June 22–24, 2017
Yokohama, Japan
Noriko Ookubo
June 23–25, 2017
Hamburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert
June 30–July 2, 2017
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril
September 8–10, 2017
Bad Honnef, Germany
Brise Baulitz

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

September 15–17, 2017
Poznan, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

JOURNEY OF THE
ANGELS

September 29–October 1, 2017
Warsaw, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

JOA September 18–20, 2017
Poznan, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

October 27–29, 2017
Zurich, Switzerland
Eveline Rufer

October 2–4, 2017
Warsaw, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
LIFE

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
NEW ENERGY
SYNCHROTIZETM

DWL June 16–18, 2017
Basel, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch
July 14–16, 2017
Rodgau–Hainhausen, Germany
Karin Hoyer

NES June 29–July 2, 2017
Bad Honnef, Germany
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
SEXUAL ENERGIES
SCHOOL

June 17–19, 2017
Bogota, Colombia
Hilda Diaz

August 4-6, 2017
Paradise Point, Gold Coast, Australia
Leanne Woodbury and Gabrielle Maria

June 23–25, 2017
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy and Robert Gulyas

August 25-27, 2017
Denver, Colorado, United States
Paul Cook and Susan B Loves

June 23–25, 2017
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Lutz Nullmeyer

October 27-29, 2017
Rodgau near Frankfurt/Main, Germany
Angelika Ziegler and Karin Hoyer

SES June 9–11, 2017
Constanta, Romania
Lucieta Gavril and Andrei Tarta–Arsene

June 23–25, 2017
Sibiu, Romania
Cristian Albeanu and Daniela Gavan

June 9–11, 2017
Tallinn, Estonia
Tamara Nefjodova and Irina Serenkova

June 30–July 2, 2017
Newbury, West Berkshire, United Kingdom
Natasa Babnik and Edward Sharp

June 9–11, 2017
Colombare di Sirmione, Italy
Giuseppina Villa

June 30-July 2, 2017
Cascais, Portugal
Raquel Miranda

June 10–12, 2017
Sydney, Australia
Jann Morgan and Marisa Calvi

July 7-9, 2017
Munich, Germany
Eva Holzheuer and Kay von Randow

June 16–18, 2017
Dijon, France
Jean–Pascal Danos and Liliia Kiselova

July 28-30, 2017
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril and Andrei Tarta-Arsene
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NEW TRANSLATIONS
Category

Title

Language

Link

Cloud
Class

Wound of
Adam

BG,FR,FI,DE,JP,LV,NO,PT,RO,RU,ES

MORE INFO

Cloud
Class

The Master’s
Life 4:
Sensuality

NO,ES

MORE INFO

Cloud
Class

ProGnost 2017 BG,CZ,FI,FR,DE,JP,LV,NO,PL,PT,RO,RU,SR

MORE INFO

Cloud
Classes

Tweleve Signs LV,RO,RU
of Awakening

MORE INFO

Cloud
Classes

Consciousness DK,FI,DE,IT
Theater

MORE INFO

Merabhs

Love Merabh
of Isis & Adam

CZ,LV,NO,PPL,RO,RU,SR,ES

MORE INFO

Dream
Walk

DreamWalk
to Theos

CZ,DE,LV,RO,RU,ES

MORE INFO

DE=German; DK=Danish; ES=Spanish; FI=Finnish; FR=French; GR=Greek; HU=Hungarian; ID=Indonesian; IT=Italian; JP=Japanese;
NL=Dutch; NO=Norwegian; PL=Polish; PT=Portuguese; RO=Romanian; RU=Russian; SL=Slovenian; SR=Serbian; SV–Swedish; TR=Turkish
VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS
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